Year 7 Literacy and Numeracy Catch Up Premium 2018 – 2019
PLAN
Number of pupils and Year 7 Catch Up Premium received
Number of pupils
8

Eligible for Year 7 funding
How we intend to spend
the funding allocation

Purpose / Planned Impact


Purchase of Numicon resources
and books








Subscription to ‘Busy Things’
learning platform

Continued subscription to ‘Bug
Club Guided Comprehension’

Cover staffing to run ‘Catch Up
Numeracy’ intervention

Expected Amount
£3000










Numicon builds a deep understanding of maths through a multi-sensory approach, developing children's fluency,
reasoning and problem-solving
Numicon is research-based and proven to have a significant and lasting impact on results
Numicon apparatus encourages children to reason mathematically through use of concrete objects
The apparatus pack is suitable for teaching Number, Pattern and Calculating and Geometry, Measurement and
Statistics
Each Numicon Teaching Resource Handbook activity includes a list of the concrete resources used to support
learning
Apparatus, such as Numicon Shapes, dice or rods, provide structured images to enrich number understanding
Busy Things aims to help teachers and parents connect with the digital generation by combining fun and laughter
with the highest quality of curriculum-linked content
Continually developing new educational content to expand and further engage children’s interest make learning
fun in as many ways
A robust guided reading programme that will help pupils master fluency and deepen comprehension
Included materials help to improve pupils deeper understanding of texts
Print books and eBooks that pupils will want to read, plus pupil workbooks, teachers cards, an online teacher
toolkit, and professional development courses proven to increase effectiveness of materials
Pupils progress within English is improved with at least 90% of pupils making expected or better progress
Catch Up® Numeracy is a structured one-to-one intervention for pupils who find numeracy difficult
It enables pupils who struggle with numeracy to achieve more than double the progress of typically developing
learners. This will be different in our special school
Catch Up® Numeracy involves 15-minute individual sessions delivered twice a week. It is grounded in academic
research and addresses 10 key components of numeracy:

Approx.
Cost

£850

£185

£225

£870

o






Cover staffing to run ‘SwitchOn’ intervention





Counting verbally, counting objects, reading and writing, Hundreds, tens and units, Estimation, Word
problems, Translation, Remembered facts, Derived facts, Ordinal numbers
Staff trained to run the intervention are released by cover staff
Pupils progress within Maths is improved with at least 90% of pupils making expected or better progress
Remaining cover provided by pupil premium funding
Switch-on™ works to address literacy difficulties that contribute to underachievement
Provide structured one-to-one intervention: Switch-on™ Reading and Switch-on™ Writing, proven to significantly
improve the achievement of learners who find reading and writing difficult
Staff trained to run the intervention are released by cover staff
Pupils progress within English is improved with at least 90% of pupils making expected or better progress
Remaining cover provided by pupil premium funding

£870

